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Mud Motor Stand

The ME-110MM Mud Motor Stand will hold mud motors for service and storage. *Shown in optional color Black, Red is standard* MADE TO
ORDER
*Please note the ME-110MM ships on a skid and must be shipped to a business location with the proper unloading facilities.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price:
Sales price: $949.00
Tax amount:

Ask a question about this product

Description

Mud Motor Stand - ME-110MM
MADE TO ORDER
Capacity Maximum load of 700 lbs
Mud Motor Outboards
If you need a higher weight capacity inquire about other caster options
Dimensions Length: 49 1/2 inches
Width: 42 1/4 inches
Height: 40 inches
Weight 150 lbs
Materials Steel
Red Powdercoat
10" Foam Filled All Terrain Tires, 2 Locking, 2 Non-Locking
Shipping Please note the shipping quote at checkout is for a continental US business address.
Call our Sales Team at 1-800-305-8117 if you are shipping to a residential address, military location, or internationally.
The ME-110MM is designed to hold various types of Mud Motors for service work. It features the same large foam filled rubber tires as the
ME-110AT, which easily roll over gravel, grass, hoses, and concrete. Two of the wheels lock for maximum stability. The stand's mounting
surface simulates a transom, both in angle and thickness, keeping the outboard naturally oriented while you work. The uprights are angled
toward each other on either side of the engine to maximize accessibility. Includes the bolt holes fitting standard bolt-on outboard motors. There
is a welded pan between the legs for tools/oil pans, etc. The ME-110MM has a maximum weight capacity of 700 lbs, due to the foam filled
tires. If you have a heavier mud motor please contact us for our other caster options, which will increase the weight limit.
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View Assembly Instructions

Units in box: 1
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